Prison-bound man dead on campus: suicide suspected

The body of the disbarred attorney was found in lot 17 over spring break

By Dan Lombardi
Staff Writer

Police are currently investigating an apparent suicide which took place in campus parking lot 17 on Monday during spring break.

Police feel it was an overdose due to the lack of visible trauma to the body.

"It is an apparent suicide, there were no other external signs to indicate it was anything other than suicide," said MSU police Lt. Michael Postaik.

The body was identified as former Montclair real estate attorney Richard Weil, 54, who has been recently disbarred and indicted for allegedly stealing $153,299 from three former clients, according to anonymous sources.

"A passerby saw a body in the backseat of a car and it was not moving," said Postaiki.

The passerby called the police, who opened the car. Weil was found in the back seat, shoeless and wrapped in a blanket. An apology note to his wife and children was also found in the car.

"The Montclair Police Department did have an alert out, with him as a missing person," said Postaiki.

Weil had been missing since March 4.

"We don't know the cause of death at this point, it has not been returned (from the medical examiner)," said Mary Kuzinsky, press liaison for the Passaic County Prosecutor's office.

The investigation is currently being presided over by the Passaic County Prosecutor's office, because the body was found in a parking lot that was lying in a Passaic portion of campus.

Where does all of the money you spend on education really go?

Lesia Dmyterko, a Junior, pays a bill at the Bursar's Office window in College Hall to Pat Accocella, Principal Clerk Bookkeeper.

Following the Money Trail
A Montclair Special Report

Blanton lab doubles; Bohn closes

By Megan Maffettone
Special to The Montclarion

A mixed reaction from students has developed since the January consolidation of Bohn and Blanton Hall computer labs.

Blanton, open 24 hours, seven days a week, now has eight additional computers, for a total of 16.

The reason for the change, according to Dave Fogg, Associate Director of Academic Technologies, was to cut down on the high costs of running a lab and hiring an assistant, and to provide more computers available.

Students from Bohn Hall are mainly concerned about the new inconvenience they face in having to leave their residences to get to a lab.

Tim Josephs, a Bohn resident, said the Blanton lab was crowded and inconvenient.

Another Bohn resident, Heather Chutsky, who only used the lab in her dorm to check e-mail before, says that now that the computers have been moved, "I don’t bother [checking e-mail] anymore.”
**N. Korea agrees to weapons check**

North Korea agreed to allow U.S. inspectors access to a suspected underground nuclear site, the U.S. State Department said Tuesday. The U.S. has raised concerns about activity at the site violates terms of an agreement under which the U.S. has provided nuclear energy aid to N. Korea in return for promises that N. Korea has halted its nuclear weapons program. While insisting food donations would not be linked to any nuclear deal, the U.S. earlier this month pledged 500,000 tons of additional food aid. N. Korea demanded 1 million tons.

**U.N. helicopter crash claims 13**

All 13 people aboard a U.N. helicopter were killed when it crashed into a steep mountain near the coast in Haiti Sunday night.

**Watch Out for the Water**

**Local News**

**State recognizes young hero**

Mr. The Assembly State sponsored Honored Glenn Edwards, 12, of North Orange for helping save the kitchen knife. Petersen shot and killed Spranger. The sun's condition remained critical on Monday at Morristown Memorial Hospital. Several sources said he seemed to be improving.

**For the Record**

**The Montclarion** willingly corrects its factual errors. If you think we have made a mistake in a story please call Editor-In-Chief, Kevin P. Hancock at 973-655-5280.

**Sports Desk**

**Ad Rates**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page Type</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full page</td>
<td>$168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half page</td>
<td>$105.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter page</td>
<td>$63.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eighth page</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified ads</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Emergency Services**

**OFF-CAMPUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page Type</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full page</td>
<td>$310.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half page</td>
<td>$200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter page</td>
<td>$63.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eighth page</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Business Office**

**MSU Police Report**

On 3/16 Freeman Hall desk assistant, the other his friend. The resident reported he had nowhere to turn, and walked on court, stopping the game. The male was removed from the court but refused to leave building. The male became disorderly and pushed an officer, then resisted arrest. Ronald Livingston of Jersey City was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct, defiant trespass, and resisting arrest. A court hearing is scheduled for 3/25/99 in Montclair Municipal Court.

**SA News & Notes**

**SGA News & Notes**

- SGA elections will be held 4/10 in Dickson Hall 9 a.m.-12 noon. 4/12 in Student Center 9 a.m.-4 p.m. and in Blanton Hall 5 p.m.-9 p.m. 4/13 in Dickson Hall 9 a.m.-9 p.m., 4/14 in Student Center 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

- The Conservation Club became a Class I organization.

- Services providing check cashing and the purchasing of money orders is now available every other Thursday in front of College Hall.

- The following bills were passed: Sigma Delta Phi Class IV Charter, Korean Students Association Appropriation, Bahai Club Appropriation, Muslim Student Association Appropriation, Gallery 3 1/2 Appropriation, SGA Webpage Committee, Conservation Club Co-sponsor Appropriation, NJ Community Water Watch Appropriation.

- Next week’s meeting will host VP Harry Schakle pointing out how the university is funded.

**World News**

**Port-au-Prince Sunday night to pick up a Finnish tourist, a U.N. spokesman said Tuesday.**

- Tuesday morning, a U.S. Coast Guard team had found no survivors, said Coast Guard spokesman Fred Eckard.

On board were five Argentine police officers and an Argentine doctor serving with the U.N. in Haiti, six Russian crew members, and an American executive from the company that contracted the helicopter.

**New Jersey Driver’s Licenses to change in 2000**

A new bill introduced to the state would be changing the way driver’s licenses are issued next year. Find out what changes ever, would require storing the nation’s nuclear waste at the Nevada Test Range by 2003, seven years before the White House wants to act.

**Stabbing kills mother and son**

During a confrontation in his Chatham Township home on Saturday, Thomas Spranger, a 49-year-old messager, fatally stabbed his wife, Karen Knispel, and their 8-year-old son, Kevin. He left his 3 1/2-year-old son Trevor bleeding on a sofa. Spranger then lunged at Sgt. George Petersen with the knife and shot and killed Spranger.

**Special Features**

**Life of nuclear waste plan may be cut short**

The federal government could be compelled to start storing the nation’s nuclear waste in Nevada far sooner than it is now prepared to do.

**The White House wants to focus money and effort on constructing a permanent disposal site, and thinks the thousands of tons of spent nuclear rods should remain at their respective power plants until a repository starts collecting waste in 2010. A new bill introduced by Senate Republicans, however, would require storing the nation’s nuclear waste at the Nevada Test Range by 2003, seven years before the White House wants to act.**

**Lyons resigns after conviction**

The Rev. Henry Lyons resigned Tuesday as president of the National Baptist Convention USA, two weeks after being convicted of racketeering and theft in a scheme to milk the convention of $4 million.

**Amtrak death toll could rise**

With the death toll at 13, searchers said on Tuesday they might find more bodies in the wreckage of the Amtrak train that derailed and caught fire when it slammed into a tractor-trailer in Bourbonsais, Ill.

The collision, which occurred at about 9:45 p.m. Monday, also injured more than 120 people, some critically.

Bourbonsais fire chief Mike Harshbarger told reporters that everyone killed in the wreck was in a sleeper car that broke in two and caught fire.
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<td>$105.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter page</td>
<td>$63.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eighth page</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified ads</td>
<td>$10.00</td>
</tr>
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**Stabbing kills mother and son**

During a confrontation in his Chatham Township home on Saturday, Thomas Spranger, a 49-year-old messenger, fatally stabbed his wife, Karen Knispel, and their 8-year-old son, Kevin. He left his 3 1/2-year-old son, Trevor bleeding on a sofa. Spranger then lunged at Sgt. George Petersen with the knife and shot and killed Spranger.

**Special Features**

**Life of nuclear waste plan may be cut short**

The federal government could be compelled to start storing the nation’s nuclear waste in Nevada far sooner than it is now prepared to do.

**The White House wants to focus money and effort on constructing a permanent disposal site, and thinks the thousands of tons of spent nuclear rods should remain at their respective power plants until a repository starts collecting waste in 2010. A new bill introduced by Senate Republicans, however, would require storing the nation’s nuclear waste at the Nevada Test Range by 2003, seven years before the White House wants to act.**

**Lyons resigns after conviction**

The Rev. Henry Lyons resigned Tuesday as president of the National Baptist Convention USA, two weeks after being convicted of racketeering and theft in a scheme to milk the convention of $4 million.

**Amtrak death toll could rise**

With the death toll at 13, searchers said on Tuesday they might find more bodies in the wreckage of the Amtrak train that derailed and caught fire when it slammed into a tractor-trailer in Bourbonsais, Ill.

The collision, which occurred at about 9:45 p.m. Monday, also injured more than 120 people, some critically.

Bourbonsais fire chief Mike Harshbarger told reporters that everyone killed in the wreck was in a sleeper car that broke in two and caught fire.
New GER to take effect for the Fall 2000 semester

By Brian Pedersen
Assistant News Editor

A change in the General Education Requirements, implemented by the University Senate, is expected to take effect Fall 2000, according to senate members.

Questionnaires were distributed to 432 eligible faculty members last semester. Out of the 301 who voted, 180 (59.8 percent) voted yes to the change, while 121 (40.2 percent) voted no, according to Dr. Helen Roberts, the Graduate Coordinator for the department of mathematics and computer science.

Instead of a total of 58 credits needed for the GER, students now have 57 required credits for graduation. 47 of these will remain the same while the remaining 10 will consist of these new courses.

This new curriculum includes a 1-credit course called New Student Experience, and 3 interdisciplinary courses dealing with contemporary issues in science, U.S., and international areas, Roberts said.

"The new GER is combining core experiences as well as the component of the major requirements. The major is separate, this doesn't affect that at all," said Roberts. Roberts hopes that if every student takes these same courses, then each student could take part in a more unified learning community in which ideas learned in the classroom could then be discussed with other students.

"Our committee spent 4 1/2 years generating this new GER proposal. Now it's a matter of setting up the committee to implement this change and that will take time," Roberts said.

"I imagine in Fall 2000 it will be instituted," said Dr. Alyce Miller, professor of English and Chair of the University Planning Committee.

Miller was on the original committee that assessed the need for a new GER requirement.

"Our charge was to review the requirements and then see what colleges around the country were doing," said Miller.

Currently, the committee is in need of a chairperson to organize and implement the necessary stages of the GER change, according to Dr. Richard Wolfson, president of the University Senate.

Miller felt there was a great among students and faculty on campus that the current GER was not up to par. She hopes that this will soon change.

"First of all, what I'm finding is that this school has the most GERs to graduate that don't necessarily help you," said Ursula Jessup, a communications major.

"If they are not comparable to the educational systems of our rival nations such as Great Britain and Japan, then it shouldn't be implemented," Jessup said.

Wolfson insists that the purpose of a new GER course like the New Student Experience is not to add more credits or delay graduation, but to act as an orientation device for students. "The committee has worked very hard for a long time conceptualizing a new GER but the work is not over. We have a considerable amount of work left to make their vision a reality," Wolfson said.

### Advertisement for Used Book and Music Sale

**USED BOOK & MUSIC SALE**

**BOOKS, LPs, CDs, CASSETTES, VIDEOS & EPHEMERA**

* SPECIAL COLLECTION OF CLASSICAL LPs *

**CHILDREN'S BOOKS**

**THURSDAY, MARCH 18, 2 - 6**

Adults admitted only with a child under 16

**TUESDAY, MARCH 16, 9:30 - 9**

**FRIDAY, MARCH 19, 9:30 - 9**

**MAR 20, 27 9:30 - 6 • MAR 22, 23, 24, 2 - 8**

**1/2 PRICE MARCH 25, 26, 9:30 - 9**

*College Women's Club of Montclair*

26 Park St. Lower Level 973-783-7040

---

**UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE WILL BE CLOSED FOR INVENTORY ON WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24 AT 6:00 PM**

WILL REOPEN ON FRIDAY, MARCH 26, 8:30 AM

as the beginning of each semester. At this time they stock shelves efficiently with plenty of new as well as plenty of used textbooks and Red Hawk paraphernalia.

"Book prices top students' dislike about any bookstore," Flannigan said.

"Everyone would like books to be cheaper, but they're that price everywhere you go," Carver said.

"Although there's good merchandise and a friendly atmosphere, books are definitely overpriced," Sabrina Seger, a freshman biochemistry major said.

"They [the bookstore] don't give you enough money back," Laurente Douze, a freshman biology major, said. "A fifty-dollar book should not bring back 10 dollars."

Statistics from the National Association of College Stores and the Association of American Publishers compiled 1995 data to explain how the textbook dollars are divided, Carver said. College Store Operations receive 7.6 cents of every $1 while the publisher's paper, printing, and editorial costs are 32.2 cents for every dollar.

"There's a perception that if a book cost $40, the bookstore gets $20, and they're not," Carver said.

Before Follett was hired to operate MSU's bookstore in 1994, Barnes and Noble submitted a proposal, Hewitt said, but school officials were unimpressed.

"We look at what's best for the university," Hewitt said. "Dr. Cole will make the final decision based on several recommendations."
LET'S GET READY TO RUMBLE

ROUND 1: Ronald Livingston of Jersey City was arrested and charged with disorderly conduct, defiant trespass, and resisting arrest after a brawl erupted Tuesday night when he walked on the court during an intramural basketball game in Panzer Gymnasium. A court hearing is scheduled for next Thursday in Montclair Municipal Court.

Phonathon surpasses $50,000 goal

By Liz Voltman
Special to The Montclarion

The Annual Fund and Alumni Relations coordinated the Alumni Phonathon and raised more than $80,000 in pledges for Montclair State University, surpassing the $50,000 goal. During 12 evenings throughout February, over 50 student callers phoned MSU alumni to request critical, private financial support.

“Because the state provides less than half of the University’s operating funds, the support raised annually through the Alumni Phonathon is vital to Montclair State’s livelihood. The generous support received from alumni underwrites a variety of student scholarships as well as programming for campus-related events and the Alumni Association,” said Barbara Krusko, Annual Fund Director. “These funds ensure that the University can continue to maintain the level of excellence it has proudly offered students since its founding in 1908.”

“The success of this year’s Alumni Phonathon can be greatly attributed to the enthusiasm of our loyal student callers and the generosity of MSU alumni. The students’ energy and perseverance made them a pleasure to work with,” said Joan Voltman, Phonathon Assistant.

“Participating in the Alumni Phonathon was a great experience due to the pleasant working atmosphere and it was great to see so many students working for such a worthy cause,” said freshman Kristen DeNuzzo.

Guilty plea given for campus sexual assault

By Kristin McAndrews
Staff Writer

A Newark resident plead guilty to criminal sexual conduct and endangering the welfare of a child after attending an off-campus party at Clove Road earlier this month, according to Star-Ledger reports.

Joseph Koehler Jr., 23, appeared in front of Superior Court Judge Joseph A. Falcone in a Paterson courtroom and plead guilty to the charged accounts. As the third of five people charged in the case to accept a plea bargain, he agreed to testify, opposing two other defendants in the case. Koehler, possibly facing up to four years in prison, admitted touching a 15-year-old girl while two other men tried to have sex with her. All were drinking at the party that evening. The girl left the party and passed out in the nearby woods.

The others involved in the case, John Carmelo of Kearney, 22, and Deanna Stevens of West Paterson, 19, both arranged to testify in exchange for dropped or reduced charges.

The other two defendants, Antwain Curry, 20, and Sam Damato, 22, were also charged with aggravated assault. The case is still in court and there will be upcoming trials along with present plea bargains.

“This is an isolated incident and we’ve had nothing like this since then,” Lt. Paul Cell of the Department of Safety and Security said.

SUMMER SESSION 1999

4, 5 and 8 week sessions

Undergraduate and graduate day and evening courses in management, psychology, public service, accelerated languages, science, technology, education, religion, communication and more.

Travel-and-learn courses in the U.S. and abroad including Germany, Israel, Spain and Jordan.

High school and visiting students welcome

SETON HALL UNIVERSITY

The Catholic University in New Jersey • Founded in 1856 • 400 South Orange Avenue, South Orange, NJ 07079

http://www.shu.edu

CALL (973) 761-9430 FOR A SUMMER CATALOG
or e-mail budgerr@shu.edu
I LOVE WATCHING SPORTS ON TV.
(I’d like to do it professionally)

Tell my school administrators to start pumping ESPN2 into my residence hall immediately. Enter me to win a trip to a live ESPN SportsCenter show and other great ESPN merchandise.

We’ll share your needs with your school administrators and with any luck, you’ll soon be enjoying ESPN2 on campus. Check one of the boxes above and fill out the information below. Fold and secure with tape (don’t staple) and mail the whole thing to:

ESPN2 University Contest
P.O. Box 25086
Rochester, NY 14625-9832

Risk-Free Issue!

I want to check out ESPN The Magazine, so send me a risk-free issue.

If I like it, I’ll get 25 more issues (26 in all) for just $19.97, which is 74% off the newsstand price. If I decide ESPN The Magazine is not for me, I will return the bill marked “cancel!” The risk-free issue is mine to keep.

Name

School

Address

City State Zip

Phone # Age

**OFFICIAL RULES**

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Must be 18 years of age or older.

HOW TO ENTER: You must be a student enrolled and attending a participating college or university. There are 2 ways to enter this sweepstakes: (A) Complete the Business Reply Card provided and mail to address indicated. (B) Complete and send full-page newspaper advertisement where applicable, cut-out and mail to address indicated. Only one submission per person. Each entry must be mailed in a separate envelope and received by 4/15/99. No mechanically reproduced entries will be eligible and only one entry per person. Limit one entry per person. All entries must be completed by 4/30/99. Approximate retail value of prize is $3,000.00. All taxes and other expenses are winner’s responsibility. Fifty second prize winners will receive an ESPN Pullover Shirt, ARV-$40. One hundred third prize winners will receive an ESPN t-shirt or hat, ARV-$10.

TERMS/CONDITIONS: 1 prize/household. No transfer/substitution of prizes. Must be legal US citizen. Employees of ESPN, affiliated/promotion agencies, and immediate family members are not eligible. All federal, state and local laws and regulations apply. Void where prohibited. Odds of winning depends upon total number of entries received.

Winners will be selected by 4/20/99 in a random drawing under the supervision of The National Sweepstakes Co., an unbiased, independent agency. All prizes will be awarded. Acceptance of prize constitutes permission to use name, address, city/ state for winners list purposes.

This sweepstakes is being run by ESPN2 Enterprises Inc., media sponsor of the sweepstakes. All decisions will be final, and decisions of the independent judging agency will be final and binding and no responsibility is assumed for errors of any kind resulting from acceptance/usage of prizes offered.
Spend less on the cost of one-upmanship.

Attention all you competition-obsessed Type A personalities: The PowerBook® G3s are now priced to fly (see below). Whichever configuration you choose (233, 266 or 300 MHz), you’ll enjoy staggering improvements in your work efficiency. So you can outperform your friends, relatives and colleagues. While thoroughly delighting in their collective envy.

$1799.00
233 MHz - M7109LL/A

For more information visit the Apple Education On-Line Store at: http://www.apple.com/education/store

©1999 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and PowerBook are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
FEATURE

"WebDorm" provides students with an insider's view of college life

By Christine Tatsum
College Press Exchange

The views in this dorm room are anything but interesting. Just ask the one who used to live here.

"He'll be the first to tell you there's not a whole lot to look at, unless you're really into watching someone sit and type and sit and type and sit and type, and then sit in front of a guitar every now and then or on chat with friends," Tatsum said.

Welcome to WebDorm.com, an Internet site where the mundane aspects of student life are entertainment. Brought to the world by a start-up company based in Boston called College Web, Inc., the site allows viewers to peek into the rooms of college students across the country. The project launched Feb. 1, featuring eight students who purportedly attend Bentley and Trinity colleges, Brandeis and Cornell universities, the University of Vermont, The State University of New York at Albany and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

A "Great Lakes" version debuted Feb. 8 with students from Albion College and Bradley, Eastern Michigan, Illinois State and Oakland universities. Two weeks later, students from a few schools in Florida, the Universities of Central Florida, Florida and Miami and the University of South Florida popped up. Company reps say they will eventually want everyone to see the private lives of students in this as well.

During the site's first week online, daytime viewers were hard pressed to find any of the students, who have assumed aliases and are generally referred to as "Web Dormers," in their rooms. To give voyeurs something to look at, the students trained their cameras' lenses on piles of clothes, messy desks and, in one case, a white wall.

Believe it or not, that's the beauty of it all, said Allison Mahoney, marketing manager for College Web. People who want to know more about what college life is really like, particularly high school students, can get a better idea by checking out the new site, where Web Dormers "chat" with viewers on a regular basis and post journal entries about their ups and downs. (I got back with my girlfriend. Hopefully it will work out this time," one entry from a Web Dormer called himself "Dog Boy.""

And if that's not enough, visitors to the site can learn from each other by participating in chat rooms that are available even when none of the students on camera are at home, Mahoney said.

Chats during the first week included gossip over the F-word and sexually suggestive comments to the people appearing on camera, particularly women, that College Web posted a statement warning that "lewd, crass, obscene, inconsiderate and harassing behavior is not tolerated and is noticed and logged at all times." The effort didn't seem to deter one visitor, who tried to lure a young woman seen in a Web Dormer's room into an online chat.

"Who is babe at (the) computer?" the visitor asked. "She is a beautiful baby. Somebody get her on here. Hey...get her on here. Can you hear me you beautiful baby? If you can hear me, turn the brightness down because I can't see your beautiful baby face.

"WebDorm is roughly the equivalent of looking online at an endless photo album. Images from Web Dormer's rooms don't come with sound and are updated every 30 seconds with help from a small camera that can be positioned anywhere or turned off anytime. A poster slapped across the door of each Web Dormer's room warns visitors that "they will be on camera once they enter. Why would anyone subject themselves or their buddies to such scrutiny?"

"I really like being known and getting to know other really nice, intelligent, people," said one Web Dormer from Brandeis who is using the alias "Smoot." "I didn't think this would negatively impact me or my friends because I have discretion over what I am going to let the camera see. And I'm not going to be getting dressed or naked in front of it. And there will be no major displays of affection. If I don't want people to see something, I can point the camera at my books or some static.

"WebDorm is a gateway to students' private lives," said Michelle Bove, WebDorm's Staff Writer. "But we want this to be realistic," she said. "And we're actually not a large enough staff to constantly have people watching the images. We have no way of controlling that." "They've all (Web Dormers) signed an agreement that states we don't want them doing anything illegal," she added.

That's not enough consolation for some university officials, who are still trying to make sense of the new site and address some privacy and protocol issues that WebDorm.com's cameras already have raised. Officials at many of the schools say College Web never sought permission to put cameras in students' rooms. The university is breaking new ground with this," said Dennis Nealon, a spokesman for Brandeis. "This isn't someone's home, this is a dorm room, and there are obvious issues that come into play when someone opens up a residence hall for all the world to see when the university spends a lot of its energy and resources to keep those places as private as possible.

"This is not a good or bad thing right now," he continued. "But it is certainly something that's new and needs to be explored very carefully.

If universities step in to censor the WebDorms, the site and others like it are doomed, students from a round the world who responded to an informal survey said. "I don't think I would be interested in watching "appropriate" dorm life," said Krista Vick, 20, a student at Dalhousie University in Nova Scotia, Canada. Many students agreed that they would much rather watch than be censored. "Nowadays people love just seeing other real people and knowing their stories. We want to (look)? Well, that's a moral choice."
The “Acclaimed Brazilian Maestro”: Nelson Nirenberg

By Vanessa Benfatto
Staff Writer

With hands and heart, Nelson Nirenberg leads MSU’s orchestra to dramatic crescendos. As director of the Orchestral & Conducting Studies Program and Associate Professor of Music at MSU the “Acclaimed Brazilian Maestro...” as Jornal de Comercio titles him, feels passionately about having his students succeed. “I care for them [the students] as if they were my own. I want them to learn as much as possible and enjoy the learning process. To learn, however, one needs focus, an open mind and willingness.” How does the professor/conductor/director get students to open themselves and commit to their work? Nirenberg adamantly professed, “You may think you are only a grain of sand, but every star shines...each one of you can make a change.” Maybe it is Nirenberg’s early successes that cause him to push his students toward dedication. At age 15, he was the youngest musician ever invited to play in Argentina’s Bariloche International Festival and to perform and tour with its infamous Camerata. By 18, Nirenberg was already a conductor and soloist with the Brazilian Symphony Orchestra at the Interlochen Festival and in Israel with the World Symphony Orchestra. Nirenberg is about being professional and teaching his students to be. He stresses to his students the serious opportunities they apply themselves and make music number one in their lives. Perhaps his passion and dedication generates to his students, or perhaps he helps students see that they have the ability to further their talent. Everyone does have potential if they are willing to work. “Labor laziness,” says the professor of Orchestra and Introduction to Music and Conducting. He wants to see his students succeed and he is determined to see the music played with passion so he admits it is a “tough love,” with his students. Nevertheless, student Anthony Peeples wrote in a letter to Nirenberg, “I...you the professor, tried and succeeded in helping us, the students, in achieving our maximum ability. You emphasize to us that we should never go through life doing things halfway, or just for simple benefits. We should put our minds and souls into what we do and try to get the most out of it.” Many students expressed their knowledge of Nirenberg as professional and experienced. Student Carrie Howe writes on taking a class with Nirenberg, “[It was] a fantastic learning experience! I feel you have a tremendous amount of knowledge of the music world and to share this with us is fantastic.” The “fiery passionate soul,” as Noticias del Mundo described him, stays at MSU because of the possibilities of the program and the students. Not only is it a wonderful experience for him to be close to the cultural city of New York, but Nirenberg feels the faculty members are interested and enthusiastic about seeing the students succeed. One of the missions Nirenberg believes artists have is to share their professional experience with the next generation. “When they leave my class I hope they’ve accomplished something.” “Whatever you do in life, you must do with a passion,” affirms Nirenberg. Indeed, “When your heart is in your dream, then no dream is too extreme.”

Eligibility Requirements

2. Junior, Senior, or Graduate class standing (must have 58 earned credits as of January 1, 1999)
3. Active participation in the programs, services and/or activities of the University community. This could include such things as membership roles in student clubs or organizations, volunteer activities on campus, tutoring, or participation on an intercollegiate athletics team.
4. Demonstration of leadership ability. This could be evidenced through participation on an executive board, coordination of a conference, organization of a new club, or elective office of some type.

Application submission deadline is Wednesday, March 24, 1999.

Use the application below or applications are available at the Office of Student Activities (Student Center Room 104/Commuter Lounge).

For additional information contact: Chuck Feiner 655-7565.

Montclair State University Who's Who Application 1998-99

"Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges"

The information provided will be subject to verification by the Who's Who Committee.

Student's Name: __________________________  Major: __________________________
University I.D.#: __________________________  Grade Point Average (must be at least 3.0): __________________________
Address (Home): __________________________  Total Credits Earned as of Jan. 1 1999
Address (Campus): __________________________  (must be at least 58 credits):
Telephone Number: __________________________

Please list below all University activities, Honors, Awards, or Scholarships which you wish to present as evidence of meeting the requirements for inclusion in Who's Who. You may include a resume.

1. __________________________
2. __________________________
3. __________________________
4. __________________________
5. __________________________

I certify that the information supplied is true.
Signed: __________________________  Date: __________________________

PLEASE SUBMIT THIS FORM TO CHUCK FEINER, DIRECTOR OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, STUDENT CENTER ROOM 104, NO LATER THAN WEDNESDAY MARCH 24, 1999.
It was Eddie's first day back from drug rehab. He'd been clean and sober for thirty days. He was scared about making it outside. But he found support in the community. Treatment programs and people like you help Eddie and kids like him stay away from drugs. Eddie knows it's one day at a time. He also knows he doesn't have to do it alone.

LESS CRIME IS NO ACCIDENT
It takes you — and programs that work.

Call 1-800-WE PREVENT, and we'll send you a free booklet on how you can support programs in your community that keep kids away from crime and crime away from kids.

1-800-WE PREVENT
www.weprevent.org
The Push Stars shine with the release of Tonight

By Michael Finnerty
Ass. Arts Editor

The Push Stars, an upcoming band from Boston, might just have what it takes to be successful in the music industry. Their 7-song EP called Tonight, a self-released album, not only shows their dedication to their music, but their talent as well.

The Push Stars lead vocalist and songwriter, Chris Trapper, has a unique sound much like that of the lead singer of the Counting Crows (Michael Duritz), which blends well with the well-written, folk infused pop songs that resemble the likes of bands such as Bare Naked Ladies and the Lemonheads. Backed by bassist Dan McLoughlin and drummer Ryan MacMillan, The Push Stars have created a wonderful alternative to the latest trend of Eddie Vedder sounding vocals and sloppy guitars.

The CD kicks off with the song “Cross Town Cafe” that includes a mixture of brass instruments, light guitar strumming, an intriguing bass line, and tight drumming. Combined with the vocals, all the sounds blend to create an appealing outcome to the ear. The song “Tonight,” after which the album is named also combines these great sounds minus the brass to a slightly more up-beat tempo and catchy sound. Which the album is named also combines these great sounds minus the brass to a slightly more up-beat tempo and catchy sound. The last song of the CD, called Meet Me at the Fair, has a slight different feel to it which might catch some listeners off-guard.

This is not to say that the music contained in the last song is bad. With more of a rock style, the song resembles the likes of bands such as the Hole’s and the Lemonheads. Backed by bassist Dan McLoughlin and drummer Ryan MacMillan, The Push Stars have created a wonderful alternative to the latest trend of Eddie Vedder sounding vocals and sloppy guitars.

The last song of the CD, called Meet Me at the Fair, has a slight different feel to it which might catch some listeners off-guard.

Entertainment News Breaks

Joey McIntyre’s new CD released this week: Former New Kid On The Block, Joe McIntyre released his first solo project on Monday. Entitled Stay The Same, it has been eagerly awaited since McIntyre announced that he was working again. On this coast, he has made several appearances to promote the album including Regis & Kelly, a late-night talk show, and the late-night talk show. He will be the Times Square Virgin Megastore at 5 p.m.

Toss Me an Afgan: The Afgan Whigs are set to release their second single off their album 1965, “66” is expected out later this month. They have also been performing at several events to promote the album. The Whigs are planning to release their second album in early 2001.

Manson Needs A Doctor: According to fans on www.marilynmanson.com, on the last day of the hole/Manson tour, which has now been separated into just the Manson tour (Hole is expected to start touring as soon as possible), Marilyn Manson jumped off a speaker and, though he landed on his face, he severely sprained his ankle. This was confirmed by Manson’s publicist. The band has been forced to postpone dates in Phoenix, San Diego, and Las Vegas. The tour will resume starting April 11 in Tinley Park, IL.

Zuba, and The Foundations: After all this, The Push Stars are creating quite a buzz around themselves. When interviewed by the Telegram & Gazette (Worcester, Massachusetts), Chris Trapper said, “We’ve met Little Big Wheel, Guster, Third Eye Blind, the Goo-Goo Dolls - bands of all levels. In the end, we’re all picking up guitars and singing songs we wrote.”
Cruel Intentions will leave you breathless

By Dominick Banks
Staff Writer

I

t the tradition of Dangerous Liaisons, Cruel Intentions is definitely the new paedophile exploitation, which truly redefines ultimate deception and treachery to the greatest extent imaginable. The film stars Sarah Michelle Gellar (TV’s Buffy the Vampire Slayer) who portrays the volatile, devil-incarnate who uses sex as her ultimate weapon to manipulate those around her. She masquerades as the noble, promising, and dignified lady of integrity to conceal her viperish dark-side. Ryan Phillippe (Playing By Heart) delivers a three-dimensional portrayal of Sebastian Valmont, the ruthless and cunning master-manipulator who tempts his innocent and pure female prey by deviously using sex and lustful persuasion.

The movie becomes intriguingly enticing as the two make a bet on whether Sebastian can seduce the beautiful and chaste Annette (Reese Witherspoon), the, as her ultimate weapon to manipulate those around her. She masquerades as the noble, promising, and dignified lady of integrity to conceal her viperish dark-side. Ryan Phillippe (Playing By Heart) delivers a three-dimensional portrayal of Sebastian Valmont, the ruthless and cunning master-manipulator who tempts his innocent and pure female prey by deviously using sex and lustful persuasion.

Sebastian uses his charm and sexual strategies to persuade Annette’s mind with impure thoughts of intercourse. However, when he is shocked to discover that Annette is no fool. She reveals to Sebastian that she sees right through his pretty boy image and his scheme to sleep with her. However, Sebastian doesn’t give up easily in his conquest, especially with Kathryn using her body to further entice Sebastian.

However, the plot begins to twist as Sebastian develops feelings for Annette that he has never experienced before. The movie intensifies as Annette gives in to Sebastian’s charms and they make love. Kathryn becomes jealous of Sebastian’s new found love, and threatens to expose him to her. After Sebastian breaks off his relationship with Annette, Kathryn reveals that she set the up the bet to conquer him by making him destroy the only love he will ever know. The climax begins to unfold as Kathryn invokes her wrath upon Sebastian resulting in his disastrous fate which leaves Annette in utter mourning and a bitter smile on Kathryn’s face.

Indeed, the film’s director Roger Kumble has succeeded in reinventing the characters of Dangerous Liaisons played by Glenn Close and John Malkovich. Sarah Michelle Gellar delivers her dastardly role with extreme excellence and Ryan Phillippe amazes the audience in his role as the master-manipulator who was outswindled by his own stepfather.

The film does exceed the limits of eroticism and the issue in sex in every shocking detail. There is also the issue of homosexuality which refers to Blaine Tuttle (Joshua Jackson), Sebastian’s gay confidant who seduces Ronald, and a lesbian encounter between Kathryn and the naïve and erotic Cecilie (Selma Blair) which includes intense tongue-kissing.

Cruel Intentions provides entertainment for the audience. The cast was well-chosen, and the plot was crafted with efficient ingenuity. I give this an A+ for its realistic exploration into a world where lust, the need to dominate by sexual means, and revenge can bring out the worst in anyone.

Caribbean In My Sol debuts

By Dominick Banks
Staff Writer

O

n March 4, renowned Caribbean artist Peter Wayne Lewis made his grand appearance in Calicwas auditorium to give a lecture on his artwork. Lewis was born in Kingston, Jamaica and emigrated to California in 1962. Since then, he has dedicated his life using his talent for art to create realistic exploration into a world where lust, the need to dominate by sexual means, and revenge can bring out the worst in anyone.

The film does exceed the limits of eroticism and the issue in sex in every shocking detail. There is also the issue of homosexuality which refers to Blaine Tuttle (Joshua Jackson), Sebastian’s gay confidant who seduces Ronald, and a lesbian encounter between Kathryn and the naïve and erotic Cecilie (Selma Blair) which includes intense tongue-kissing.

Cruel Intentions provides entertainment for the audience. The cast was well-chosen, and the plot was crafted with efficient ingenuity. I give this an A+ for its realistic exploration into a world where lust, the need to dominate by sexual means, and revenge can bring out the worst in anyone.

Cruel Intentions provides entertainment for the audience. The cast was well-chosen, and the plot was crafted with efficient ingenuity. I give this an A+ for its realistic exploration into a world where lust, the need to dominate by sexual means, and revenge can bring out the worst in anyone.
Let us hear the music play

Soloist Alexander Knox on clarinet at Monday's Music Rehearsal.

By Vanessa Benfatto
Staff Writer

Ah, the trials and tribulations of MSU's orchestra rehearsals! The members strain for perfection under Nelson Nirenberg's conducting. Although it is hard for many members to live up to Nirenberg's expectations, "It is nice to work with a seasoned professional," said ex-percussion member, Jamie Szeinberg. Also, there is a certain amount of satisfaction performing in a concert, and having all of the semester's hard work pay off.

For music majors, being a part of the orchestra means having "orchestra class" which is four to six hours of practice each week that is only worth half a credit. Or is it? Orchestra experience, a taste of professionalism, and the practice and recognition perhaps gained from the commitment is worth more than students may ever know.

Despite the setbacks, being a part of the orchestra is a privilege for many. Each semester, the orchestra puts on one concert. This semester marked a rare occurrence with a competition for selected soloists to perform in this spring's concert of concertos.

Piano professor, David Witten, explained the significant meaning of concerto, "Concerto is one soloist against the orchestra...David vs. Goliath, the solitary hero faces the crowd...."

These pieces not only symbolize the emotion of the times, but they show the remarkable ability musicians have to work with a group and be supported, but also, "...know when to shine above the orchestra alone," said ex-member and trumpet player, Christopher Rice.

This concert features many invigorating pieces like Mozart's Clarinet Concerto in A Major, and Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto in E Minor. The result of the competitions are violin soloists, Chris Nam and Magda Czakowska, clarinet soloist Alexander Knox, piano soloist Salutoro Mallino, trumpet soloist Joe Stella, and tenor soloist, Peter Bubel.

Knox, a player of three instruments, a First Chair in All State Wind Ensemble and Orchestra, and a participant of the Philharmonics of Southern New Jersey, "Likes seeing a reaction and creating something unique."

What is the appeal of music besides its incredible power to promote feeling and thought? Well, to some students like Knox, "It comes naturally to me." Maybe music is a key to the true genius in all of us. With music, one may enter a deeper level of imagination and a higher expansion of realism. When listening to music each individual can fade away into whatever world he or she wants. As Nirenberg said, "Where words end, music begins." May the orchestra members succeed in creating their own musical language gauge and provoking passion and sparking their audience's imagination.

These exciting performances will take place in late April for those wishing to attend. The Collegium Musicum Concert will be held on April 24th at 8 p.m. in McEachern Recital Hall, room 15. The Orchestra Concert will be held on April 26th at 8 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium.
Do you think that underage and binge drinking are a problem on campus?

No, the administration makes it out to be worse than it is. Nothing is going on that hasn’t been happening for the last 30 years on college campuses.

Chris DeMarco, Psychology

No, I definitely think it occurs a lot but I don’t see it as a problem... People have fun... This is college, right?

Allison Ordino, English

Yes, I think both are prevalent on campus, whether it is a problem or not remains to be seen.

Austin Harclerode, Geo Science

No, I think underage drinking in high school was a problem but, in college, it’s a whole new ballgame. And if it’s a problem, me and about 10,000 other students are guilty as charged.

Davis Cruise, Business

No, because college is the only time when we can have fun... but we also have to know our limits.

Eva Cirilo, Undeclared

No, it’s college. You’re supposed to drink. It’s not as if it’s out of control.

Ana Lottore, Undeclared

No, because I learned that only 35% of students on campus binge drink. Is that a problem? I don’t think so. 

Katie Masarits, Undeclared

Question of the Week:

How do you feel about the Bohn Hall computer lab being moved to Blanton Hall?

Let your voice be heard!

Call 655-7616 or e-mail VellucciJ@alpha.montclair.edu to respond.
Debating Mayor Giuliani’s Stand On Drunk Driving

“Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.” Amendment VIII, United States Constitution

On Feb. 21, 1999, New York City unveiled a new policy that allows police to confiscate the vehicles of drivers charged with driving under the influence of alcohol. Therefore, a person who has had too many can, under this new act, have their car impounded. Members of the City of New York in addition to whatever fines, jail time, or community service are attached. At first glance, it might appear that Mayor Rudolph Giuliani is getting tough and cracking down on a serious problem facing the city. After consideration, however, it becomes obvious that the Giuliani administration has gone too far and simply become too extreme.

The policy is simple and straightforward. With a driver and blood alcohol content higher than New York’s 0.10 limit will have his/her car seized at the scene. If the driver is arrested, the car is impounded until released by the judge. No hold-off and the proceeds will benefit the city. If the driver is acquitted, the city has the right to an appeal. If the car is on a payment plan, payments are the responsibility of the lessee, even if the car is still in the possession of the city. This does not say that drunk drivers are not on an abomination; according to New York Daily News (Feb. 25, 1999), drunk drivers were responsible for 366 fatalities in New York City alone last year. But the punishment should correct the crime, and immediate vehicle seizure does not fit this equation. Drunk drivers are considered dangerous for three main reasons. 1. They are a threat to themselves and other drivers. 2. They pose a greater risk than do drivers obey all traffic laws. 3. They are less attentive and slower to respond to other focused drivers.

It makes sense that the city wishes to prevent said people from driving, but applying this logic to other problems - for example, people who speed - is something else.

Some people think differently and handle things in their own manner. We, as Muslims, believe in fair chance and that this equation. It is a right. By solving problems with punishment rather than correction, the Giuliani’s policy sounds like it is more apropos in a fascist state than a democratic republic.

The Equal Role of Men and Women in the Islamic Faith

Islam is a simple, peaceful and righteous religion. In Islam, a female is regarded not as a threat to the honor of her family or a sex object that could be bought or sold, but as a blessing. Islam regards woman in positions of prestige and prominence in family as well as society.

Islam does not subscribe to demeaning views of women such as inferiority to men, preferring to disagree God, causing their banishment from Eden. To the contrary, Islam offers many opportunities to women, regarding them with a sense of personal and social respect.

It is important that we, as women, raise ourselves to a higher level of consciousness and awareness and do what we can to not only benefit ourselves, but also the society in which we live.

Recently, 2020 aired a special report that portrayed Arab girls, fearing for their lives because they had fornicated. The一样 of four-to-fivefold increase in the number of arrest of both males and females for this offence, it is an abomination; according to the Arab, they are of the same family, and as such have similar rights and duties, and their Lord promises them “Never will I waste the work of a woman among you, whether male or female, the one you being from the other.” (Quran: 3:195)

Islam rests on two basic principles: the belief in Allah the God and creation of all human beings. We are all equal individuals, with similar rights, and are obligated to serve Him. Islam has granted men and women as independent identities and clearly proclaims “to each its right.” The honor failure or success rests on one’s own performance, beliefs, and actions. Each individual, therefore, whether man or woman, is solely responsible for his or her own actions.

It should be understood that women are not objects or servants or held beneath men. We are individuals who think, decide, and choose for ourselves. Islam encourages rational thought and it recognizes the virtue of each individual, whether that individual is male or female.
THE 1999
SGA EXECUTIVE
BOARD
ELECTIONS

IMPORTANT DATES:
March 4th - Petitions Available
March 26th (12 noon) Petitions Due
March 29th (5:00 pm) - April 14th - Campaigning

VOTING:
April 10th - 9am to 12 noon in Dickson Hall
April 12th - 9am to 4pm - Student Center
April 12th - 5pm to 9pm - Blanton Hall
April 13th - 9am to 9pm - Dickson Hall
April 14th - 9am to 3pm - Student Center

Petitions are available outside the SGA office in the Student Center Annex!
Don’t forget to vote!
TMITHY

By John Frascati

No, not the mind probe.

Timothy kept going over and over the conversation he’d had in the club, his mind winding and replaying it. Still it made no sense. How could he possibly have said something that like Mayor Lyder, his boss, as he found he who had made Timothy campaign manager in his quest for governor it. It must have just slipped out.

He had been nervous all throughout the fund-raising dinner. After all, there were so many important people in attendance, the kind you normally only read about in newspapers. But now, Timothy stood before them and watched them chow down on their steak and gown in the very expensive Maine Lobsters. Their ‘they darn well better vote Lyder after a meal like this’ lobsters. Timothy never understood the idea of paying a lot of money to cater a fund raiser, ‘Doesn’t that defeat the purpose of raising money?’ he thought, ‘Couldn’t we just save the money and serve hot dogs?’

But nobody listened to his ideas. They didn’t listen then and they certainly wouldn’t listen anymore, now that he had let such a stupid statement, a statement that could’ve only cost him the election, slip past his lips. He’d only been trying too cool his nerves after hearing him say what he said. He tried to be quick on his feet, like that show on channel seven he liked so much. What did they call it? ‘Family Feud’, ‘The Price is Right’, ‘To Tell the Truth’, ‘Password’? He managed to squeak out the name and returned it. Timothy was no comedian, but he’d seen what comedy ought to be one heck of a hit show. Say, perhaps, on that brand new network, he thought.

Everyone knew the mayor had been put on weight for quite some time, though nonetheless, and one he could barely fight. He was struggling primarily of college-age students. Mix it with college-age students, and you have a vote grabber. ‘Doesn’t that defeat the purpose of raising the money I normally only read about in newspapers?’ He thought. ‘I could’ve been a major soft drink company’s ad raiser, ‘Doesn’t that defeat the purpose of raising the money?’

At the event, Timothy was supposed to meet people, but he found himself struggling full well that those smiles stemmed from his brief yet humorous musings, Timothy could probably no longer help himself. He suddenly forgot him and slipped the dogs of tact. ‘Ladies and gentlemen, please welcome a man who has recently achieved critical acclaim, as well as critical mass...,’

The entire room seemed to suddenly disconnect from the rest of the universe and the realm of time. Timothy was genuinely surprised at the way they all looked at him and for the first time in quite a while, he realized that the mayor’s weight problem, especially to the mayoral weight problem, especially to the mayor himself. After all, he was the mayor. Not only that, but he was a very sensitive man. Sure, some people would make comments like that. But he wasn’t well versed in soundproof doors, but most feared the repercussions of raising the mayor’s ire. But Timothy had no way of knowing that the urge to make some sort of public comment, even just in jest, was a terrible feeling. Not like having one’s loser shots on backwards, but a terrible feeling nonetheless, and one he could barely fight. Maybe knowing that it was taboo made the idea all the more unbearable.

As he saw the mayor waiting in the wings for his introduction, he turned to look at the smiling face of the man who had to start getting rid of the sight of his face. ‘This repulsive form of entertainment was being carried straight into my presence—he would have to be below me to gain entrance of course—crying as masseurs ran down his sweaty lump of a face. I watched him as his chiselled jowls blotted on my nice marble floor. He was pleasing me, I thought. He turned his head, I ground in my teeth in annoyance.

Looking at him through eyes of slanted evil, I gently stroked my cat’s fur, ‘Venus, why in the world would I do that? Do you think me a glutton for punishment?’

Flustered, he locked down and bit his tongue. Silently, I hoped it would bleed. ‘What did Timothy know he couldn’t come up with a good reason for me to stay with him. What was ac—ac—actual about the idea? I decided to fort Buderusm theme songs! At a loss of what to do, he began kicking my feet. Oh, how very tense, I thought on an ag—ag—ag—agenda. There is nothing I could say about how he deserved one more chance. I shouted him away because his tears were killing and wrapped my legs around his neck. The town’s idiot had just given me his spot! I looked him up and down. He would do perfectly...

A few days later I had him right where I wanted him.

"Oh, darling you look so sexy in that silk and satin gown, would you please do a turn around meow-meow, Venus, hissed while scratching the air. He was wiping his bowlers and sweat from his trousers, and I thought revolting, that we could start with matters of cleanliness. In- instead I asked, "What?" His head was down and down and down. Raising an eyebrow said, "Really?" There was a pause as the wheels in his head turned fractionally. He was suddenly an uncontrollable monster. The town’s idiot had just given me his spot! I looked him up and down. He would do perfectly...

The barbarian did not even notice I had stepped in front of him. "I simply must take a picture!" He was staring directly at me, "Why not? It is too easy! The very essence of lard."

I suddenly laughed uncontrollably, "The most work, I present to you the real version..."

"You don’t want to see me anymore?" Rational-Ron reasoned in disbelief. His mouth opened like a codfish.

"Yes, fool," I Finally permitted entrance. "Yes, fool," I looked him up and down. He would do perfectly...

But I had done just that, and<br><br>...
The Horoscope
Never Lies

ACROSS
1. Word with 'bless' or 'more'
2. Anything with a bit
10. Wat of mohan
22. Quine
23. — sent
24. Lead in to
25. Ship or
26. Pretty soon
27. Blue suddenly
30. Hungary or
36. Texas sheriff
38. Fr. holy woman
41. Hamilton or
42. Musical
direction
44. Gain as profit
46. Drama
47. Student
50. Bomber
52. Sap
55. Landscape
58. Actress Ada
61. Tree snake
64. Eyes
65. sherry or
72. Nose of an airplane
74. Think worthy of
77. Companion of
78. Third of the Three
84. Actress
85. 1719 movie
86. Sing City
96. Manually
99. Artist Chagall
100. Word before
101. Call the —
102. Funky Louis
103. Style of type
104. Make a -boo-
105. Passage of time
107. Why stop?
110. Change your
religion and declare
112. Deaf ears
116. 1979 movie
starving
117. Greenwich
exploration base
118. 15 Gem stone
120. Word before
121. Kind of
122. Word before
125. Friendly
126. Type of

DOWN
1. Anything with
2. Askance
3. Gentleman's
drain
4. 'Abou ben
5. Mild oath
6. Sweet girl of
7. Deprive of
8. In good order
9. Conclusive
10. Thing
11. Reversal:
12. Discretion
13. Trouble
14. Morning
15. Day
16. — colada
17. Essence of
18. French cap
19. Electrical unit
20. Alkali
21. Greek epic
22. — avis
23. Inland sea
24. Liver or
25. Poem
26. Pretty soon
27. Gradual
cessation
28. Forearm
29. Weight-
30. Head
31. Texas shrine
32. Police
garment
33. Stout
34. Composer
35. Gentle
36. Frolic
37. Can
38. Gradually
39. Concern
40. Glacier Ice
41. Harrison or
43. Montana or
44. — colada
45. Gentleman's
female
46. 'Messiah'
47. Pretty soon
48. One of a
kind event!
49. Mild oath
50. Sweet girl of
51. Deprive of
52. In good order
53. Conclusive
54. Film critic
55. Manipulate
56. Actress Ada
57. Tree snake
58. Eyes
59. Word before
60. Call the —
61. Funky Louis
62. Style of type
63. Make a -boo-
64. Passage of time
65. Why stop?
66. Change your
religion and declare
67. Deaf ears
68. Artist Chagall
69. Word before
70. Kind of
71. Word before
72. Kind of
73. Word before
74. Kind of
75. Word before
76. Word before
77. Word before
78. Word before
79. Word before
80. Word before
81. Word before
82. Word before
83. Word before
84. Word before
85. Word before
86. Word before
87. Word before
88. Word before
89. Word before
90. Word before
91. Word before
92. Word before
93. Word before
94. Word before
95. Word before
96. Word before
97. Word before
98. Word before
99. Word before
100. Word before
101. Word before
102. Word before
103. Word before
104. Word before
105. Word before
106. Word before
107. Word before
108. Word before
109. Word before
110. Word before
111. Word before
112. Word before
113. Word before
114. Word before
115. Word before
116. Word before
117. Word before
118. Word before
119. Word before
120. Word before
121. Word before
122. Word before
123. Word before
124. Word before
125. Word before
126. Word before
127. Word before
128. Word before
129. Word before
130. Word before
131. Word before
132. Word before

ACROSS
1. Word with 'bless' or 'more'
2. Anything with a bit
10. Wat of mohan
22. Quine
23. — sent
24. Lead in to
25. Ship or
26. Pretty soon
27. Blue suddenly
30. Hungary or
36. Texas sheriff
38. Fr. holy woman
41. Hamilton or
42. Musical
direction
44. Gain as profit
46. Drama
47. Student
50. Bomber
52. Sap
55. Landscape
58. Actress Ada
61. Tree snake
64. Eyes
65. sherry or
72. Nose of an airplane
74. Think worthy of
77. Companion of
78. Third of the Three
84. Actress
85. 1719 movie
starving
117. Greenwich
exploration base
120. Word before
121. Kind of
122. Word before

DOWN
1. Anything with
2. Askance
3. Gentleman's
drain
4. 'Abou ben
5. Mild oath
6. Sweet girl of
7. Deprive of
8. In good order
9. Conclusive
10. Thing
11. Reversal:
12. Discretion
13. Trouble
14. Morning
15. Day
16. — colada
17. Essence of
18. French cap
19. Electrical unit
20. Alkali
21. Greek epic
22. — avis
23. Inland sea
24. Liver or
25. Poem
26. Pretty soon
27. Gradual
cessation
28. Forearm
29. Weight-
30. Head
31. Texas shrine
32. Police
garment
33. Stout
34. Composer
35. Gentle
36. Frolic
37. Can
38. Gradually
39. Concern
40. Glacier Ice
41. Harrison or
43. Montana or
44. — colada
45. Gentleman's
female
46. 'Messiah'
47. Pretty soon
48. One of a
kind event!
49. Mild oath
50. Sweet girl of
51. Deprive of
52. In good order
53. Conclusive
54. Film critic
55. Manipulate
56. Actress Ada
57. Tree snake
58. Eyes
59. Word before
60. Call the —
61. Funky Louis
62. Style of type
63. Make a -boo-
64. Passage of time
65. Why stop?
66. Change your
religion and declare
67. Deaf ears
68. Artist Chagall
69. Word before
70. Kind of
71. Word before
72. Kind of
73. Word before
74. Kind of
75. Word before
76. Word before
77. Word before
78. Word before
79. Word before
80. Word before
81. Word before
82. Word before
83. Word before
84. Word before
85. Word before
86. Word before
87. Word before
88. Word before
89. Word before
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91. Word before
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132. Word before

The Shrine of Buzzy

If thou desirest protection from the undead...
If thou desirest freedom from eternal damnation...
If thou desirest cheap laughs at a show where a valley girl in a miniskirt beats the crap out of people about once every ten or twelve minutes...

Come. Worship. This is your refuge. Try not to giggle. Make some attempt to contain your laughter. Really! We're serious! It's a good show!

The Petting Zoo

That's right! It's predator vs. prey at this one-of-a-kind event!

- Where can you make friends with a bunny?
- Where can you give a porcupine a big hug?
- And where can you see how many chickens an alligator can fit in his mouth?

THE Petting Zoo, that's where!

7 For only $10, you can frolic and play with a licentious herd of deer AND wrestle a grizzly bear!

Feed a bunny to a dillie for only $2!

B r i n g the entire family to see Mother Nature in a c t i o n . Gather the kids around and let it be known that it sure beats the hell out of those Fox network shows.

800 - EVILZOO gets you directions.

The Petting Zoo has a new home and is sights&soundly with The Petting Zoo Farm.

Happy Buzzy, you old fart!
Dilbert®
by Scott Adams

Found in a Museum

SAXVESQNEKIFDAT
XLDDVTOOMXJHFCAS
AYI1WSURPNHLJCI
HUSSNFPDBZIUXR
GVPSTORSNOQOLBMU
KULIHOSFIHPDBIO
ZYARTIFACTSUBWT
VTYROTARUCNTRQO
NLSKIDHRFRIIFCA
EUTATSEVIHCAIZ
XWVSURQOSOTOHPG

Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions-forward, backward, up, down and diagonally.

Archives  Artifacts  Displays  Guard's Guide  Sculpture
Bust  Fossils  Paintings  Statue  Statue
Dinosaur  Gift shop  Photos  Tourist

Life in Hell

©1999
by Matt Groening

Answers

HMMOJ'R'
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We are pleased to announce that once again the Student Government Association, Inc. of Montclair State University in conjunction with ArtCarved College Jewelry, will be awarding six (6), $500 scholarships. These scholarship grants will be awarded to current undergraduates for the 1998-99 academic year.

The SGA is a corporation run entirely by students. The scholarship fund is one of the many projects the SGA has undertaken to reward student leadership and to enhance student life of Montclair State University.

In order to qualify for this scholarship, you must meet the following criteria:
1. GPA of 2.7 or higher
2. At least 42 credits completed by January 1999
3. Currently Sophomore or Junior (status).
4. Demonstrated leadership within SGA affiliated organizations and/or legislature.
5. Shown involvement in the above criteria.

THE DEADLINE IS FRIDAY, APRIL 2, 1999
Do you like horses? Equestrians needed to teach horseback riding lesson to children ages 7 to 12. Summer positions. We are a summer day camp located in Bergen/Rockland County. Call us at (914) 356-4636. RamapoCamp@aol.com

College students needed for summer day camp. Outdoor environment, great for building field experience. Camper ages 3 to 12. Enthusiasm and smile a must! Call (914)356-4636.

Hi-Energy and dynamic male and female dancers, actors and models wanted for professional DJ/entertainment company. Looking for some costume character performers for weekend kidshows. Located in Bergen County. Call (973) 276-5449.

Egg donors. There are many infertile couples whose only dream is to have a family. Their dream could become a reality if you are a woman between the ages of 21 and 32, who wishes to become an egg donor. More details can be obtained by calling (914)356-4636. It is a compensation program that pays $5,000. To qualify, you must have medical insurance and be able to provide your own transportation to and from the hospital.

To assist with light baby care in my home. 10-15 hours per week, flexible schedule. Residents of New York can have anted in my home during the summer. Corliss home during the summer. 2-7pm M-F, occasional evenings. (973)403-9456. Mother's Helper wanted - Near MSU. 6 years old children in my West Caldwell home during the summer months. 2-3 days per week. 7:30am-4:30pm. Transportation necessary. References a must. Call Mary Ellen (973)403-8456.

Responsible caring college student wanted. Daycare needed for my two 6+ year old children in my West Caldwell home during the summer months. 2-3 days per week. 7:30am-4:30pm. Transportation necessary. References a must. Call Mary Ellen (973)403-8456.

Childcare wanted: TWO MINS FROM MSU. PT. Days are flexible. 9-12 or 3-6. Must be reliable and love kids. This is a fun job! (973)785-1151.

Webmaster. Must know HTML, Adobe Photoshop, Video editing a plus. Flexible PT hours, Montclair area. $5 per hour, potential to grow. Call SS at Party Magic 973-690-4167.

Coed Adult Games wanted. Data entry needed every day. Fast and accurate. Call Carol at 973-780-3989.

A Family. The Institute for Reproductive Medicine and Science of Saint Barnabas Medical Center is seeking egg donors. There are many infertile couples whose only dream is to have a family. Their dream could become a reality if you are a woman between the ages of 21 and 32, who wishes to become an egg donor. More details can be obtained by calling (914)356-4636. It is a compensation program that pays $5,000. To qualify, you must have medical insurance and be able to provide your own transportation to and from the hospital.

For more information on being an egg donor, please call 1 (800) 824-3123.
Intramural Basketball

Syntsch. by forfeit over Social Drinkers

A Look Ahead

Thursday, March 18
Fast Break vs ONN, 8:15
Theta Xi vs Underdogs, 9:15

Sunday, March 21
Delta Chi vs Pi Kappa Alpha, 8:15
Bearcats vs Fast Break, 9:15
Undecided vs OTD, 10:15
ONN vs Pirate Eyes, 11:15

Monday, March 22
Undecided vs Social Drinkers, 8:15
The Swarm vs Theta Xi, 9:15
Syntsch. vs Feel Deeze, 10:15

Tuesday, March 23
ONN vs Pi Kappa Alpha, 8:15
Fast Break vs Pirate Eyes, 9:15
Bearcats vs Theta Xi, 10:15

Wednesday, March 24
Delta Chi vs OTD, 8:15
Undecided vs Syntschaholics, 9:15
The Swarm vs Drinkers, 10:15

To find out more information on Intramural Sports, contact Campus Recreation and Intramural Sports at X 7494 or X 7443.
**Red Hawk softball opens 1999 season with 8-2 record**

**Red Hawk softball opens 1999 season with 8-2 record**

By Tess Sterling

MSU Softball

MSU women's softball team started off their 1999 season on a good note, winning eight of their ten games played in Ocoee, Florida.

The Lady Hawks won their opener against Wartburg University of Iowa on Saturday, March 6, by a 2-1 decision. In the game, sophomore shortstop Lisa Czarnecki was 3-3 with two RBI's, and Caruso was 2-3 with two RBIs.

However, Montclair State still had some fire in them. They took some penalties for tripping and high sticking. At 9:32, forward Darren Kester scored their third goal showing that the Red Hawks weren't going to be considered out of the game just yet. Montclair State's goalie Pete Perkowski kept them in it with numerous saves. The fire that kept them alive also punished them towards the end of the third period. With two more penalties for roughing and cross-checking, Monmouth scored again with the advantage of a power play.

Although Monmouth University beat MSU, the Red Hawks proved on the ice that they did earn the right to play in the playoffs.

"Coming into the season as a first year team, our potential was doubted by everyone in the league. Despite the outcome of the playoffs, we surprised everyone by getting as far as we did," said defensemen Matt Calderone.

MSU women's softball team started off their 1999 season on a good note, winning eight of their ten games played in Ocoee, Florida.

The Lady Hawks won their opener against Wartburg University of Iowa on Saturday, March 6, by a 2-1 decision. In the game, sophomore shortstop Lisa Czarnecki was 3-3 with two RBI's, and Caruso was 2-3 with two RBIs.

With their record at 5-1, MSU took on Hiram College of Ohio, and Baldwin Wallace of Ohio. Sophomore Czarnecki made the first start of her collegiate career one to remember as she tossed a complete-game, three-hit shutout, and went 3-4 at the plate as the Red Hawks won 8-0. MSU finished the day 7-1, winning 9-0 over Baldwin Wallace.

Senior catcher Lascik was 3-3 with two RBIs and two runs scored, and pitcher McCarville won her seventh straight decision as MSU defeated Marietta College of Ohio, 8-6 on Thursday afternoon.

In the last game of their 10-game Florida road trip, the Red Hawks were defeated by Walsh College 1-0. MSU ended its road trip with an 8-2 record.
By Tess Sterling
Sports Editor

East Stroudsburg junior Megan Macauley scored a game-high four goals and had four assists, while teammates Kelley Lambert and Kristen Restivo added four goals each to steer the Division II East Stroudsburg (1-0) past Division III Montclair State (1-2), to an 18-5 victory at MSU's Sprague Field this afternoon.

Macauley's first goal came as an unassisted tie-breaker after the Red Hawks opened the game with three goals over the first 11 minutes of play. The Warriors' first point on the scoreboard was an unassisted goal at 12:07 by junior Lambert. East Stroudsburg then went on an 11-0 run to end the first half. In that scoring drive, Macauley not only scored the Warriors fourth goal to put her team ahead for good, but also made three of her assists and two additional goals in the half for the halftime score of 11-3.

East Stroudsburg was also led by sophomore Kim Niles who recorded a hat trick and one assist, while senior Toni Lentz had two goal in the victory.

For the Red Hawks, sophomore attack Vicki Gangemi and sophomore Jeanelle Husth were superb as Gangemi recorded a hat trick, and Husth had a goal and three assists. Teammate Sharon Sabatino also scored a goal.

Montclair State's Women Lacrosse team will return to action on Saturday, March 20, 1999 to take on Cabrini College of Pennsylvania. The game will commence at 1 p.m. at MSU's Sprague Field.

MSU starts season with 1-1 split

By Tess Sterling
Sports Editor

Freshman midfielder Chris Kornacki led Montclair State with six shots, two goals and two assists, while teammates Rick Tessa, Adam Torissi, and Nick Bombadier added two goals each in a men's lacrosse game against Lycoming College of Pennsylvania. Despite the nine goals for MSU, they came up four short for the win. The Red Hawks managed to even their record to 1-1 after going up against Wheaton College of Massachusetts on Tuesday night at a game played on MSU's Sprague Field. The game ended with the score 14-7 in favor of Montclair.

In the game on Tuesday night, junior midfielder Steve Urbanowycz led the charge with six shots on goal, five goals, and one assist. The first goal of the game was scored by Tessa on an assist by Torissi at 12:02. Wheaton answered with a goal of their own at the 14:23 mark. This was their only goal of the first quarter, which left the score at 3-1 at halftime. The Red Hawks did most of their damage in the fourth quarter outscoring Wheaton 5-3. This quarter also saw a lot of physical competition with five penalties handed out.

For MSU, Tessa finished with six shots on goal and three goals, Torissi had four shots, one goal and one assist, Kornacki had five shots, two goals, and two assists.

In the game against Lycoming, the first goal of the game was scored by the team from Pennsylvania with 11:50 gone in the first quarter. In the loss for MSU, Testa had three shots on goal and two goals, Torissi had four shots and two goals, Kornacki had six shots, two goals, and two assists, and Bombadier scored two goals on two shots.

The Red Hawks will return to action this Saturday against Lasell, MA. This game will be played at MSU's Sprague Field and will start at 4 p.m.

SPORTS TRIVIA
Name the starting five on the 1985 Villanova Wildcats National Champion Men's Basketball Team.

This week's Red Hawk schedule

SOFTBALL
The Red Hawks start off the season with a record of 6-2.

MEN'S HOCKEY
The Men's Hockey Club were stopped short in the first round of playoffs.
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